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about the new web architecture
The new way to make web applications is here—where data is big, not just its size but
the importance we place on it. More and more companies are mining data for any
useful tidbits they can find. In the new web, the server is asynchronous and concurrent,
both in input and output. Where scaling means using all available cores as well as having multiple servers. Where failure is assumed and acknowledged, not avoided. Where
the browser is the rich client, and the user experience takes all. This is the new web, and
here are the technologies and techniques to leverage it.
This sampler starts off showing the migration in thought from classical object oriented programming into a functional programming (FP) mindset, even among popular technologies today. Next, we’ll take a deep dive into Akka and Spray and see how
functional composition and the Futures library enable Spray to host a completely
asynchronous REST API on an Akka backend. Now that we’ve seen some FP in action,
let’s examine what the words “functional programming” mean, with an excerpt from
Paul and Runar’s “Functional programming in Scala.”
Next, we’ll dig into one of the must common techniques in any software shop:
munging data. First, let’s look at how the Play framework does typesafe translation to/
from JSON and Scala classes. This technique allows the programmer to quickly ingest
and make use of data in a safe manner. Then, let’s look at the concept, used widely in
FP, that enables better OO design, called “type classes” (or “type traits” in C++). This will
allow us to dig into the full power of this concept to design role-based interfaces in
our own code.
We, as an industry, have a lot to learn from functional programming practices. This
sampler highlights a few small areas of power, and how they enable you to write nextgeneration applications. If you’re interested in writing highly reactive and concurrent
systems, these are the technologies that simplify the problem, and featured in this
sampler are some books to help you get started.
JOSH SUERETH
AUTHOR OF SCALA IN DEPTH
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Functional programming
meets object orientation
From Scala in Depth
by Joshua Suereth

F

unctional programming and object-oriented programming are two different
ways of looking at a problem. Functional programming puts special emphasis on
the “verbs” of a program and ways to combine and manipulate them. Objectoriented programming puts special emphasis on “nouns” and attaches verbs to
them. The two approaches are almost inverses of each other, with one being “top
down” and the other “bottom up.”
Object-oriented programming is a top-down approach to code design. It
approaches software by dividing code into nouns or objects. Each object has some
form of identity (self/this), behavior (methods), and state (members). After identifying nouns and defining their behaviors, interactions between nouns are defined.
The problem with implementing interactions is that the interactions need to live
inside an object. Modern object-oriented designs tend to have service classes, which
are a collection of methods that operate across several domain objects. Service
classes, although objects, usually don’t have a notion of state or behavior independent of the objects on which they operate.
A good example is a program that implements the following story: “A cat
catches a bird and eats it.” An object-oriented programmer would look at this sentence and see two nouns: cat and bird. The cat has two verbs associated with it:
catch and eat. The following program is a more object-oriented approach:
class Bird
class Cat {
def catch(b: Bird): Unit = ...
def eat(): Unit = ...
}
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Functional programming meets object orientation
val cat = new Cat
val bird = new Bird
cat.catch(bird)
cat.eat()

In the example, when a Cat catches a Bird, it converts the bird to a type of Food,
which it can then eat. The code focuses on the nouns and their actions: Cat.eat(),
Cat.catch(...). In functional programming, the focus is on the verbs.
Functional programming approaches software as the combination and application
of functions. It tends to decompose software into behaviors, or actions that need to be
performed, usually in a bottom-up fashion. Functions are viewed in a mathematical
sense, purely operations on their input. All variables are considered immutable. This
immutability aids concurrent programming. Functional programming attempts to
defer all side effects in a program as long as possible. Removing side effects makes reasoning through a program simpler, in a formal sense. It also provides much more
power in how things can be abstracted and combined.
In the story “A cat catches a bird and eats it,” a functional program would see the
two verbs catch and eat. A program would create these two functions and compose
them to create the program. The following program is a more functional approach:
trait
trait
trait
trait

Cat
Bird
Catch
FullTummy

def catch(hunter: Cat, prey: Bird): Cat with Catch
def eat(consumer: Cat with Catch): Cat with FullTummy
val story = (catch _) andThen (eat _)
story(new Cat, new Bird)

In the example, the catch method takes a Cat and a Bird and returns a new value of
type Cat with Catch. The eat method is defined as taking a CatWithPrey (a cat needs
something to eat) and returns a FullCat (because it’s no longer hungry). Functional
programming makes more use of the type system to describe what a function is doing.
The catch and eat methods use the type signatures to define the expected input
and output states of the function. The with keyword is used to combine a type with
another. In this example, the traits Catch and FullTummy are used to denote the
current state of a Cat. The methods eat and catch return new instances of Cat
attached to different state types. The story value is created by composing the functions catch and eat. This means that the catch method is called and the result is fed
into the eat method. Finally, the story function is called with a Cat and a Bird and
the result is the output of the story: a full cat.
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Discovering existing functional concepts
Table 1

Attributes commonly ascribed to object-oriented and functional programming

Object-oriented programming

Functional programming

Composition of objects (nouns)

Composition of functions (verbs)

Encapsulated stateful interaction

Deferred side effects

Iterative algorithms

Recursive algorithms and continuations

Imperative flow

Lazy evaluation

N/A

Pattern matching

Functional programming and object orientation offer unique views of software. It’s
these differences that make them useful to each other. Object orientation can deal
with composing the nouns, and functional programming can deal with composing
verbs. In the example, the functional version was built by composing a set of functions that encompassed a story and then feeding the initial data into these functions.
For the object-oriented version, a set of objects was created and their internal state
was manipulated. Both approaches are useful in designing software. Object orientation can focus on the nouns of the system and functional programming can compose
the verbs.
In fact, in recent years, many Java developers have started moving toward splitting
nouns and verbs. The Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) specification splits software into Session beans, which tend to contain behaviors, and Entity beans, which tend to model the
nouns in the system. Stateless Session beans start looking more like collections of
functional code (although missing most of the useful features of functional code).
This push of functional style has come along much further than the EJB specifications. The Spring Application Framework promotes a functional style with its Template classes, and the Google Collections library is very functional in design. Let’s look
at these common Java libraries and see how Scala’s blend of functional programming
with object orientation can enhance these application program interfaces (APIs).

Discovering existing functional concepts
Many modern API designs have been incorporating functional ideas without ascribing
them to functional programming. For Java, things such as Google Collections or the
Spring Application Framework make popular functional concepts accessible to the
Java developer. Scala takes this further and embeds them into the language. To illustrate, you’ll do a simple translation of the methods on the popular Spring JdbcTemplate class and see what it starts to look like in Scala.
public interface JdbcTemplate {
List query(PreparedStatementCreator psc,
RowMapper rowMapper)
...
}

Query for list of objects
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Now for a simple translation into Scala, you’ll convert the interface into a trait having
the same method(s):
trait JdbcTemplate {
def query(psc: PreparedStatementCreator,
rowMapper: RowMapper): List[_]
}

The simple translation makes a lot of sense but it’s still designed with a distinct Java
flair. Let’s start digging deeper into this design. Specifically, let’s look at the PreparedStatementCreator and the RowMapper interfaces.
public interface PreparedStatementCreator {
PreparedStatement createPreparedStatement(Connection con)
throws SQLException;
}

The PreparedStatementCreator interface contains only one method: createPreparedStatement. This method takes a JDBC connection and returns a PreparedStatement. The RowMapper interface looks similar:
public interface RowMapper {
Object mapRow(ResultSet rs, int rowNum)
throws SQLException;
}

Scala provides first-class functions. This feature lets us change the JdbcTemplate
query method so that it takes functions instead of interfaces. These functions should
have the same signature as the sole method defined on the interface. In this case, the
PreparedStatementCreator argument can be replaced by a function that takes a connection and returns a PreparedStatement. The RowMapper argument can be replaced
by a function that takes a ResultSet and an integer and returns some type of object.
The updated Scala version of the JdbcTemplate interface would look as follows:
trait JdbcTemplate {
def query(psc: Connection => PreparedStatement,
rowMapper: (ResultSet, Int) => AnyRef
): List[AnyRef]
}

Use first-class functions

The query method is now more functional. It’s using a technique known as the loaner
pattern. This technique involves some controlling entity (the JdbcTemplate) creating
a resource and delegating the use of it to another function. In this case, there are
two functions and three resources. Also, as the name implies, JdbcTemplate is part
of a template method in which pieces of the behavior were deferred for the user to
implement.
In pure object orientation, this is usually done via inheritance. In a more functional
approach, these behavioral pieces become arguments to the controlling function. This
provides more flexibility by allowing mixing/matching arguments without having to
continually use subclasses.

Examining functional concepts in Google Collections
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You may be wondering why you’re using AnyRef for the second argument’s return
value. AnyRef is equivalent in Scala to java.lang.Object. Because Scala has supported
generics, even when compiling for 1.4 JVMs, we should modify this interface further to
remove the AnyRef and allow users to return specific types.
trait JdbcTemplate {
def query[ResultItem](psc: Connection => PreparedStatement,
rowMapper: (ResultSet, Int) => ResultItem
): List[ResultItem]
Typed return list
}

With a few simple transformations, you’ve created an interface that works directly
against functions. This is a more functional approach because Scala’s function traits
allow composition. By the time you’re finished reading Scala in Depth, you’ll be able to
approach the design of this interface completely differently.
Functional programming also shines when used in a collections library. The Ruby
and Python programming languages support some functional aspects directly in their
standard library collections. For Java users, the Google Collections library brings practices from functional programming.

Examining functional concepts in Google Collections
The Google Collections API adds a lot of power to the standard Java collections. Primarily it brings a nice set of efficient immutable data structures, and some functional
ways of interacting with your collections, primarily the Function interface and the
Predicate interface. These interfaces are used primarily from the Iterables and
Iterators classes. Let’s look at the Predicate interface and its uses.
interface Predicate<T> {
public boolean apply(T input);
public boolean equals(Object other);
}

The Predicate interface is simple. Besides equality, it contains an apply method that
returns true or false against its argument. This is used in an Iterators/Iterablesfilter method. The filter method takes a collection and a predicate. It returns a
new collection containing only elements that pass the predicate apply method. Predicates are also used in the find method. The find method looks in a collection for the
first element passing a Predicate and returns it. The filter and find method signatures are shown in the following code.
class Iterables {
public static <T> Iterable<T> filter(Iterable<T> unfiltered,
Predicate<? super T> predicate) {...}
Filters using predicate
public static <T> T find(Iterable<T> iterable,
Predicate<? super T> predicate) {...}
Find using predicate
...
}
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There also exists a Predicates class that contains static methods for combining predicates (ANDs/ORs) and standard predicates for use, such as “not null.” This simple
interface creates some powerful functionality through the potential combinations
that can be achieved with terse code. Also, because the predicate itself is passed into
the filter function, the function can determine the best way or time to execute the filter. The data structure may be amenable to lazily evaluating the predicate, making the
iterable returned a “view” of the original collection. It might also determine that it
could best optimize the creation of the new iterable through some form of parallelism. This has been abstracted away, so the library could improve over time with no
code changes on our part.
The Predicate interface is rather interesting, because it looks like a simple function. This function takes some type T and returns a Boolean. In Scala this would be
represented as T => Boolean. Let’s rewrite the filter/find methods in Scala and see
what their signatures would look like:
object Iterables {
def filter[T](unfiltered: Iterable[T],
predicate: T => Boolean): Iterable[T] = {...}
def find[T](iterable: Iterable[T],
predicate: T => Boolean): T = {...}
...
}

No need for ?

You’ll immediately notice that in Scala we aren’t using any explicit ? super T type
annotations. This is because Scala defines type variance at declaration time. For this
example, that means that the variance annotation is defined on the Function1 class
rather than requiring it on every method that used the class.
What about combining predicates in Scala? We can accomplish a few of these quickly
using some functional composition. Let’s make a new Predicates module in Scala that
takes in function predicates and provides commonly used function predicates.
The input type of these combination functions should be T => Boolean and the
output should also be T => Boolean. The predefined predicates should also have a
type T => Boolean.
object Predicates {
def or[T](f1: T => Boolean, f2: T => Boolean) =
(t: T) => f1(t) || f2(t)
def and[T](f1: T => Boolean, f2: T => Boolean) =
(t: T) => f1(t) && f2(t)
val notNull[T]: T => Boolean = _ != null
}

Explicit
anonymous
function
Placeholder
function
syntax

We began to delve into the realm of functional programming. We’re defining firstclass functions and combining them to perform new behaviors. You’ll notice the or
method takes two predicates, f1 and f2. It then creates a new anonymous function
that takes an argument t and ORs the results of f1 and f2. Playing with functions also
makes more extensive use of generics and the type system. Scala has put forth a lot of
effort to reduce the overhead for generics in daily usage.
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Summary

Functional programming is more than combining functions with other functions.
The essence of functional programming is delaying side effects as long as possible.
This predicate object defines a simple mechanism to combine predicates. The predicate isn’t used to cause side effects until passed to the Iterables object. This distinction is important. Complex predicates can be built from simple predicates using the
helper methods defined on the object predicates.
Functional programming grants the means to defer state manipulation in a program until a later time. It provides a mechanism to construct verbs that delay side
effects. These verbs can be combined in a fashion that makes reasoning through a
program simpler. Eventually the verbs are applied against the nouns of the system. In
traditional FP, side effects are delayed as long as possible. In blended OO-FP, the idioms merge.

Summary
Scala blends functional and object-oriented programming, although this has been
done in Java as well. Scala made choices about syntax that drastically reduced the verbosity of the language and enabled some powerful features to be elegantly expressed,
such as type inference. Finally, Scala has tight integration with Java and runs on top of
the Java virtual machine, which is perhaps the single most important aspect to make
Scala relevant to us. It can be utilized in our day-to-day jobs with little cost.
As Scala blends various concepts, users of Scala will find themselves striking a balance among functional programming techniques, object orientation, integration with
existing Java applications, expressive library APIs, and enforcing requirements
through the type system. Often the best course of action is determined by the requirements at hand. It’s the intersection of competing ideas where Scala thrives and also
where the greatest care must be taken.
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Implementing a
REST endpoint with Spray
From Akka in Action
by Raymond Roestenburg
and Rob Bakker

A

framework that is often used in combination with Akka is the Spray toolkit.
This is a lightweight and modular toolkit. So, just as with Akka, you only have to
include the parts of Spray you actually use. Spray also has its own test kit and is able
to test your code without building a complete application. When you need REST/
HTTP support, Spray is a great way to connect your Akka applications to other Systems. This article, based on chapter 8 of Akka in Action, explains how to implement
a REST endpoint with Spray.
Akka is designed in such way that it can be integrated with any framework. We
are going to show an example how to use Akka with Spray. The example will use a
REST interface. REST is a standard protocol to connect different systems or be used
to create a user interface for a system. This is also an endpoint for a system. Spray is
an open-source toolkit for REST/HTTP and low-level network IO on top of Scala
and Akka. We start with the example description and then we show you the Spray
implementation.
We are going to implement an order system example. We are also implementing
a mockup of our order processing system, so we can see how the endpoint forwards
the request to the system and waits for the response before returning a response.
We are going to do this by implementing one endpoint that uses the REST transport protocol. The overview of this example is shown in figure 1.
The example has two interfaces: one between the web shop and the endpoint
and between the endpoint and the order process. We start by defining the messages
for both interfaces. The order system will support two functions. The first function
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Figure 1
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REST example overview

is to add a new order and the second function is to get the status of an order. The
REST interface we are going to implement is a POST and a GET. With the POST, we add
a new order to our system, and with the GET, we retrieve the status of that order. Let’s
begin by adding an order. Figure 2 shows the messages and the flow when adding a
new order.

Figure 2

Message flow when adding an order

The web shop sends a POST request to the endpoint containing XML, and the endpoint translates it to the order message and sends it to the rest of the order processing
system. On completion, the response is a TrackingOrder object, which contains the
order, a unique id, and the current status. The endpoint translates this to a confirm
XML containing the id and status and sends it back to the web shop. In this example,
the new order got the id 1 and the status received.
Figure 3 shows the messages when getting the status of an order already in the
order system.
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Figure 3

Implementing a REST endpoint with Spray

Message flow when getting the status of an order

To get the status, the web shop will send a GET request with a parameter id, which contains the requested order id, in this case, 1. This is translated to an OrderId. The
response of the system is again a TrackingOrder message when the order is found.
The endpoint translates this response into a statusResponse XML.
When the order isn't found, the system will respond with a NoSuchOrder object, as
shown in figure 4.

Figure 4

Message flow when trying to get the status of an unknown order

When the endpoint receives the NoSuchOrder message, the status of the XML response
would be “id is unknown” and the id is filled with the unknown OrderId.
Now that we have defined the messages sent through the system, we implement the
Process Orders component. Figure 5 shows the implementation of the interface we’ve
already defined.
This is a simple representation of a complete system that implements two possible
requests. We also added a reset function, which can be used while testing the complete system.
Now we are ready to implement the REST endpoint.
To give you a feeling of how Spray can help you implement a REST interface, we’re
going to implement a sample REST endpoint using Spray. But, keep in mind this is
only a small part of Spray; there is much more.

Implementing a REST endpoint with Spray

Figure 5
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Implementation of the process orders

The Spray toolkit uses actors to implement the functionality. Therefore, we start to
create an actor that extends the Spray HttpService. A good practice is to separate the
route definitions and the actual actor, because this enables you to test the routes without starting the actor. For this, Spray has its own test kit, which enables you to test only
the route. But, in our example, we do want to use the complete actor environment.
Figure 6 shows both the actor and the trait containing the route.

Figure 6

Endpoint implementation using Spray
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The trait OrderService contains the route, which defines the REST interface. The
OrderServiceActor is the placeholder and parent Actor of the processing of the
Spray components. To make it work, we need to set the actorRefFactory of the
HttpService. This is the actor context, which is used when creating the necessary
Spray components. And, we need to implement the receive method. Here, we define
which route we are going to use. This is all what we need to do in the ServiceActor.
Our OrderService extends the HttpService and contains all of the functionality of
our REST implementation.
In the trait, we define a route. This is the REST interface and defines which messages we except. Defining the route is done by using Directives. You can see a Directive as a rule the received messages should match. A Directive has one or more of the
following functions:
 Transform the request
 Filter the request
 Complete the request

Directives are small building blocks of which you can construct arbitrarily complex
route structures. The generic form is:
name(arguments) { extractions => ... // inner route }

Spray has a lot of predefined Directives and you are able to create custom Directives.
We are using in this example the most basic and common Directives. We start with the
path Directive. This defines the path of the request we are going to implement.
path(“orderTest”) {
...
}

We are going to implement the request path /orderTest. And we are going to support
the POST and the GET requests. This is done by the next two Directives, the get and
post Directive. These Directives are placed in the inner route of the path.
path(“orderTest”) {
get {
...
} ~
post {
...
}
}

The ~ appends multiple Directives

The get and post take no arguments, so the braces can be left out. And, because we
append two Directives, we need to add the ~. When we forget this ~, the compiler will
not complain, but every Directive after this position will not be included in the route.
Therefore, when sending a POST request, it will not be processed as intended. Every
request that doesn’t conform to this definition will get the “File not found” response.
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When processing a request with another path like “order” or method DELETE, the
framework will respond with the “file not found” error.
At this point, we can implement our request. We start with the implementation of
the get method. This request needs the parameter id. This can also be retrieved by
using a Directive.
path(“orderTest”) {
get {
parameter(‘id.as[Long]) { id =>
val orderId = new OrderId(id)
...
}
}
}

The parameter Directive retrieves the parameter id from the request and converts it
to a Long. When the get request doesn’t contain the id parameter, the selection fails
and, therefore, the “file not found” error is sent back. When we have the id, we can
create our business object OrderId and send this to our system. But, before we
describe this next step, we’re going to show an even easier way to create our OrderId.
When using a case class as a business object, Spray is able to create the OrderId for us.
The parameters must have the same name as the arguments of our case class. When
we do this we can create our business object using the following:
path(“orderTest”) {
get {
parameters(‘id.as[Long]).as(OrderId) { orderId =>
...
}
}
}

This code is doing the same as the previous example. Now that we have our OrderId
we can send the message to our system and create the response when the reply is
received. This is done by using the complete Directive.
Listing 1

Implementating the GET status request

path(“orderTest”) {
get {
parameters(‘id.as[Long]).as(OrderId) { orderId =>
complete {
val askFuture = orderSystem ? orderId
askFuture.map {
case result:TrackingOrder => {
<statusResponse>
<id>{result.id}</id>
<status>{result.status}</status>
</statusResponse>
}

Send OrderId
to process
orders System

Translate
TrackingOrder
response to XML
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case result:NoSuchOrder => {
<statusResponse>
<id>{result.id}</id>
<status>ID is unknown</status>
</statusResponse>
}

Translate
NoSuchOrder
response to XML

}
}
}
}
}

The complete Directive returns the response of the request. In the simplest implementation, the result is returned directly. But, in our case, we need to wait for the
reply from our system before we can create the response. Therefore, we return a
Future that will contain the response of the request. In our example, we send the
OrderId to our order system and use the map method on the received Future to create
the response. Remember the code block of the map method is executed when the
Future finished, which isn’t in the current thread, so be careful what references you
use. By returning XML, Spray changes the content type of the response automatically
to text/xml. This is all to implement the get method.
Next, we start to implement the post request. This is almost the same as the GET
implementation. The only difference is that we don’t need a parameter of the query
but need the body of the POST. To do this, we use the entity Directive:
post {
entity(as[String]) { body =>
val order = XMLConverter.createOrder(body.toString)
...
}
}

Now that we have our order object we can implement the response of the POST
request. When we finish our created trait we get the following:
Listing 2

Implementating the OrderService

trait OrderService extends HttpService {
val orderSystem:ActorRef
implicit val timeout:Timeout = 1 second
val myRoute = path(“orderTest”) {

Define request path

get {

Define the GET method

parameters(‘id.as[Long]).as(OrderId) { orderId =>
//get status
complete {
val askFuture = orderSystem ? orderId
askFuture.map {
case result:TrackingOrder => {

Define and get the
id parameter
Define the
response

Create the
actual response
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<statusResponse>
<id>{result.id}</id>
<status>{result.status}</status>
</statusResponse>
}
case result:NoSuchOrder => {
<statusResponse>
<id>{result.id}</id>
<status>ID is unknown</status>
</statusResponse>
}
}
}
}
} ~
post {
//add order

Don’t forget to
append the
two Directives
Define the POST method

entity(as[String]) { body =>
val order = XMLConverter.createOrder(body.toString)
complete {
val askFuture = orderSystem ? order

Get the request body

Define the response

askFuture.map {
Create the
case result:TrackingOrder => {
actual response
<confirm>
<id>{result.id}</id>
<status>{result.status}</status>
</confirm>.toString()
}
case result:Any => {
<confirm>
<status>
Response is unknown {result.toString()}
</status>
</confirm>.toString()
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

We have now implemented the complete route. How do we proceed further? To create a real server, we need to bind our actor to the HTTP server. How to do that
depends on how you would run the application, as a standalone application or in a
web server. When creating a standalone application, we can create a Spray server by
extending the SprayCanHttpServerApp. This trait has a method to create an HttpService, which needs our OrderServiceActor. After we create the server we need to tell
it where to connect.
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Listing 3

Boot class

object BootOrderServer extends App with SprayCanHttpServerApp {

Extends from
SprayCanHttp
ServerApp

//create and start our service actor
val service = system.actorOf(Props(
new OrderServiceActor(orderSystem)), “my-service”)

Bind our
service
with the
Http server

Start our service

//create a new HttpServer using our handler tell it where to bind to
val httpServer = newHttpServer(service)
httpServer ! Bind(interface = “0.0.0.0”, port = 8080)

Create Http server

}

When you want to run your application in a web server, you have to extend a similar
class, WebBoot, which will be created by the spray.servlet.Initializer. This and
the servlet spray.servlet.Servlet30ConnectorServlet have to be added to the
web.xml file. But for more details look at the web site of Spray.
But for our test we’re using the SprayCanHttpServerApp trait.
Listing 4

Implementating the test boot class

class OrderHttpServer(host:String, portNr:Int, orderSystem:ActorRef)
extends SprayCanHttpServerApp {
//create and start our service actor
val service = system.actorOf(Props(
new OrderServiceActor(orderSystem)), “my-service”)

Bind our service
with the Http
server

Start our service

//create a new HttpServer using our handler tell it where to bind to
val httpServer = newHttpServer(service)
Create Http server
httpServer ! Bind(interface = host, port = portNr)
def stop() {
system.stop(httpServer)
system.shutdown()
}

Add stop method to
be able to stop the
server while testing

}

In this class, we added a stop method to be able to gracefully shut down. Now that we
have our REST implementation and can start a server, we are able to do our tests. To
build up our test environment, we have to do the following:
val orderSystem = system.actorOf(Props[OrderSystem])
val orderHttp = new OrderHttpServer(“localhost”, 8181, orderSystem)

And at this point, we can do some tests.
Listing 5

Test post and get requests

orderSystem ! “reset”
val url = “http://localhost:8181/orderTest”
val msg = new Order(“me”, “Akka in Action”, 10)
val xml = <order>
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<customerId>{ msg.customerId }</customerId>
<productId>{ msg.productId }</productId>
<number>{ msg.number }</number>
</order>
val urlConnection = new URL(url)
val conn = urlConnection.openConnection()
conn.setDoOutput(true)
conn.setRequestProperty(“Content-type”,
“text/xml; charset=UTF-8”)
val writer = new OutputStreamWriter(conn.getOutputStream)
writer.write(xml.toString())
writer.flush()
//check result
val reader = new BufferedReader(
new InputStreamReader((conn.getInputStream)))
val response = new StringBuffer()
var line = reader.readLine()
while (line != null) {
response.append(line)
line = reader.readLine()
}
writer.close()
reader.close()
conn.getHeaderField(null) must be (“HTTP/1.1 200 OK”)
val responseXml = XML.loadString(response.toString)
val confirm = responseXml \ “confirm”
(confirm \ “id”).text must be (“1”)
(confirm \ “status”).text must be (“received”)
val url2 = http://localhost:8181/orderTest?id=1
val urlConnection2 = new URL(url2)
val conn2 = urlConnection2.openConnection()
//Get response
val reader2 = new BufferedReader(
new InputStreamReader((conn2.getInputStream)))
val response2 = new StringBuffer()
line = reader2.readLine()
while (line != null) {
response2.append(line)
line = reader2.readLine()
}
reader2.close()
//check response
conn2.getHeaderField(null) must be (“HTTP/1.1 200 OK”)
val responseXml2 = XML.loadString(response2.toString)
val status = responseXml2 \ “statusResponse”
(status \ “id”).text must be (“1”)
(status \ “status”).text must be (“processing”)

Send a
post
request

Check the
status code of
the response
Check the content
of the response

Send a get
status request

Check the
status code of
the response

Check the content
of the response

And, our Spray implementation is working. As we mentioned, this is only a small part
of Spray’s capabilities. When you need to create a REST/HTTP interface, you have to
take a look at Spray.
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Summary
Spray is lightweight and also a toolkit, which enables you to include in your application only the parts you actually use. When your application depends heavily on implementing HTTP/REST, Spray is a good candidate to use because of the great support of
defining routes and integrating Akka.
Here are some other Manning titles you might be interested in:

Scala in Depth

Scala in Action

Play for Scala

Joshua D. Suereth
ISBN: 9781935182702
304 pages, $49.99
May 2012

Nilanjan Raychaudhuri
ISBN: 9781935182757
525 pages, $44.99
March 2013

Peter Hilton, Erik Bakker,
Francisco Canedo
ISBN: 9781617290794
300 pages, $49.99
April 2013

What is
functional programming
From Functional Programming in Scala
by Paul Chiusano and Rúnar Bjarnason,

F

unctional programming (FP) is based on a simple premise with far-reaching
implications: We construct our programs using only pure functions. In other words,
functions that have no side effects. What does this mean exactly? Performing any of
the following actions directly would involve a side effect:
 Reassigning a variable
 Modifying a data structure in place
 Setting a field on an object
 Throwing an exception or halting with an error
 Printing to the console or reading user input
 Reading from or writing to a file
 Drawing on the screen

Consider what programming would be like without the ability to do these things. It
may be difficult to imagine. How is it even possible to write useful programs at all?
If we can’t reassign variables, how do we write simple programs like loops? What
about working with data that changes or handling errors without throwing exceptions? How can we perform I/O, like drawing to the screen or reading from a file?
The answer is that we can still write all of the same programs—programs that
can do all of the above and more—without resorting to side effects. Functional programming is a restriction on how we write programs, but not on what programs we
can write. And, it turns out that accepting this restriction is tremendously beneficial
because we gain modularity from programming with pure functions. Because of
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their modularity, pure functions are easier to test, to reuse, to parallelize, to generalize, and to reason about.
But reaping these benefits requires that we revisit the act of programming, starting
from the simplest of tasks and building upward from there. In many cases, we discover
how programs that seem to necessitate side effects have some purely functional analogue. In other cases, we find ways to structure code so that effects occur but are not
observable. (For example, we can mutate data that is declared locally in the body of
some function if we ensure that it cannot be referenced outside that function.) Nevertheless, FP is a truly radical shift in how programs are organized at every level—from
the simplest of loops to high-level program architecture. The style that emerges is
quite different, but it is a beautiful and cohesive approach to programming that we
hope you come to appreciate.
In Functional Programming in Scala, you will learn the concepts and principles of FP
as they apply to every level of programming. In this article, we will explain what a pure
function is, as well as what it isn’t. We also try to give you an idea of just why purity
results in greater modularity and code reuse.

Exactly what is a (pure) function?
A function with input type A and output type B (written in Scala as a single type: A =>
B) is a computation that relates every value a of type A to exactly one value b of type B
such that b is determined solely by the value of a.
For example, a function intToString having type Int => String will take every
integer to a corresponding string. Furthermore, if it really is a function, it will do
nothing else.
In other words, a function has no observable effect on the execution of the program other than to compute a result given its inputs; we say that it has no side effects.
We sometimes qualify such functions as pure functions to make this more explicit. You
already know about pure functions. Consider the addition (+) function on integers. It
takes two integer values and returns an integer value. For any two given integer values,
it will always return the same integer value. Another example is the length function of a
String in Java, Scala, and many other languages. For any given string, the same length
is always returned and nothing else occurs.
We can formalize this idea of pure functions by using the concept of referential transparency (RT). This is a property of expressions in general and not just functions. For the
purposes of our discussion, consider an expression to be any part of a program that
can be evaluated to a result; in other words, anything that you could type into the
Scala interpreter and get an answer. For example, 2 + 3 is an expression that applies
the pure function + to the values 2 and 3 (which are also expressions). This has no
side effect. The evaluation of this expression results in the same value 5 every time. In
fact, if you saw 2 + 3 in a program you could simply replace it with the value 5 and it
would not change a thing about your program.

Functional and non-functional: an example
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This is all it means for an expression to be referentially transparent—in any program, the expression can be replaced by its result without changing the meaning of
the program. And we say that a function is pure if its body is RT, assuming RT inputs.

Referential transparency and purity
An expression e is referentially transparent if, for all programs p, all occurrences of e
in p can be replaced by the result of evaluating e, without affecting the observable
behavior of p. A function f is pure if the expression f(x) is referentially transparent
for all referentially transparent x.

Functional and non-functional: an example
Referential transparency enables a mode of reasoning about program evaluation
called the substitution model. When expressions are referentially transparent, we can
imagine that computation proceeds very much like we would solve an algebraic equation. We fully expand every part of an expression, replacing all variables with their referents, and then reduce it to its simplest form. At each step, we replace a term with an
equivalent one; we say that computation proceeds by substituting equals for equals. In
other words, RT enables equational reasoning about programs. This style of reasoning
is extremely natural; you use it all the time when understanding programs, even in supposedly “nonfunctional” languages.
Let’s look at two examples—one where all expressions are RT and can be reasoned
about using the substitution model and one where some expressions violate RT. There
is nothing complicated here; part of our goal is to illustrate that we are just formalizing something you already likely understand on some level.
Let’s try the following in the Scala REPL:1
scala> val x = “Hello, World”
x: java.lang.String = Hello, World
scala> val r1 = x.reverse
r1: String = dlroW ,olleH
scala> val r2 = x.reverse
r2: String = dlroW ,olleH

Suppose we replace all occurrences of the term x with the expression referenced by x
(its definition), as follows:
scala> val r1 = “Hello, World”.reverse
r1: String = dlroW ,olleH
val r2 = “Hello, World”.reverse
r2: String = dlroW ,olleH

1

In Java and in Scala, strings are immutable. If you wish to “modify” a string, you must create a copy of it.
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This transformation does not affect the outcome. The values of r1 and r2 are the
same as before, so x was referentially transparent. What’s more, r1 and r2 are referentially transparent as well, so if they appeared in some other part of a larger program,
they could in turn be replaced with their values throughout and it would have no
effect on the program.
Now let’s look at a function that is not referentially transparent. Consider the
append function on the scala.collection.mutable.StringBuilder class. This function operates on the StringBuilder in place. The previous state of the StringBuilder is destroyed after a call to append. Let’s try this out:
scala> val x = new StringBuilder(“Hello”)
x: java.lang.StringBuilder = Hello
scala> val y = x.append(“, World”)
y: java.lang.StringBuilder = Hello, World
scala> val r1 = y.toString
r1: java.lang.String = Hello, World
scala> val r2 = y.toString
r2: java.lang.String = Hello, World

So far so good. Let’s now see how this side effect breaks RT. Suppose we substitute the
call to append like we did earlier, replacing append all occurrences of y with the
expression referenced by y:
scala> val x = new StringBuilder(“Hello”)
x: java.lang.StringBuilder = Hello
scala> val r1 = x.append(“, World”).toString
r1: java.lang.String = Hello, World
scala> val r2 = x.append(“, World”).toString
r2: java.lang.String = Hello, World, World

This transformation of the program results in a different outcome. We, therefore,
conclude that StringBuilder.append is not a pure function. What’s going on here is
that while r1 and r2 look like they are the same expression, they are in fact referencing two different values of the same StringBuilder. By the time r2 calls x.append, r1
will have already mutated the object referenced by x. If this seems difficult to think
about, that’s because it is. Side effects make reasoning about program behavior more
difficult.
Conversely, the substitution model is simple to reason about since effects of evaluation are purely local (they affect only the expression being evaluated) and we need
not mentally simulate sequences of state updates to understand a block of code.
Understanding requires only local reasoning. Even if you haven’t used the name “substitution model,” you have certainly used this mode of reasoning when thinking about
your code.2
2

In practice, programmers don’t spend time mechanically applying substitution to determine if code is pure—
it will usually be quite obvious.
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Why functional programming?
We said that applying the discipline of FP buys us greater modularity. Why is this the
case? Though this become clearer as you read Functional Programming in Scala, we can
give some initial insight here.
A modular program consists of components that can be understood and reused
independently of the whole, such that the meaning of the whole depends only on the
meaning of the components and the rules governing their composition; that is, they
are composable. A pure function is modular and composable because it separates the
logic of the computation itself from “what to do with the result” and “how to obtain
the input”; it is a black box. Input is obtained in exactly one way: via the argument(s)
to the function. And the output is simply computed and returned. By keeping each of
these concerns separate, the logic of the computation is more reusable; we may reuse
the logic wherever we want without worrying about whether the side effect being done
with the result or the side effect being done to request the input is appropriate in all
contexts. We also do not need to mentally track all the state changes that may occur
before or after our function’s execution to understand what our function will do; we
simply look at the function’s definition and substitute the arguments into its body.
Let’s look at a case where factoring code into pure functions helps with reuse. This
is a simple and contrived example, intended only to be illustrative. Suppose we are
writing a computer game and are required to do the following: if player 1’s score
property is greater than player 2’s, notify the user that player 1 has won; otherwise,
notify the user that player 2 has won. We may be tempted to write something like this:

Declares a data
type Player with
two properties:
name, which is
a string, and
score, an
integer

case class Player(name: String, score: Int)
def declareWinner(p: Player): Unit =
println(p.name + “ is the winner!”)
def winner(p1: Player, p2: Player): Unit =

Prints the name
of the winner to
the console.
Takes two players,
compares their scores and
declares the winner.

if (p1.score > p2.score) declareWinner(p1) else declareWinner(p2)

This declares a simple data type with two properties, Player name, which is a character string, and score, which is an integer. The method winner takes two players, compares their scores and declares the player with the higher score the winner (unfairly
favoring the second player, granted). The declareWinner method prints the name of
the winner to the console. The result type of these methods is Unit indicating that
they do not return a meaningful result but have a side effect instead.
Let’s test this in the REPL:
scala> val sue = Player(“Sue”, 7)
sue: Player = Player(Sue, 7)
scala> val bob = Player(“Bob”, 8)
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bob: Player = Player(Bob, 8)
scala> winner(sue, bob)
Bob is the winner!

While this code closely matches the earlier problem statement, it also intertwines the
branching logic with that of displaying the result, which makes the reuse of the
branching logic difficult. Consider trying to reuse the winner method to compute and
display the sole winner among n players instead of just two. In this case, the comparison logic is simple enough that we could just inline it, but then we are duplicating
logic—what happens when playtesting reveals that our game unfairly favors one
player, and we have to change the logic for determining the winner? We would have to
change it in two places. And what if we want to use that same logic to sort a historical
collection of past players to display a high score list?
Suppose we refactor the code as follows:
def maxScore(p1: Player, p2: Player): Player =
if (p1.score > p2.score) p1 else p2
def winner(p1: Player, p2: Player): Unit =
declareWinner(maxScore(p1, p2))

A pure function that takes
two players and returns
the higher-scoring one.

This version separates the logic of computing the winner from the displaying of the
result. Computing the winner in maxScore is referentially transparent and the impure
part—displaying the result—is kept separate in winner. We can now reuse the logic of
maxScore to compute the winner among a list of players:

Prints the
name of the
winner to the
console.

val players = List(Player(“Sue”, 7),
Player(“Bob”, 8),
Player(“Joe”, 4))
val winner = players.reduceLeft(maxScore)

Constructs a list of players
Reduces the list to just the
player with the highest score.

declareWinner(winner)

In this example, reduceLeft is a function on the List data type from the standard
Scala library. The expression will compare all the players in the list and return the one
with the highest score. Note that we are actually passing our maxScore function to
reduceLeft as if it were a regular value. We will have a lot more to say about passing
functions to functions, but for now just observe that because maxScore is a pure function, we are able to reuse it and combine it with other functions in ways that we didn’t
necessarily anticipate. In particular, this usage of maxScore would not have been possible when the side effect of displaying the result was interleaved with the logic for computing the winner.
This was just a simple example, meant to be illustrative, and the sort of factoring
we did here is something you’ve perhaps done many times before. It’s been said that
functional programming, at least in small examples, is just a normal separation of concerns and “good software engineering.”
We take the idea of FP to its logical endpoint in Functional Programming in Scala and
apply it in situations where is applicability is less obvious. As we’ll learn, any function
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with side effects can be split into a pure function at the “core” and possibly a pair of
functions with side effects: one on the input side and one on the output side. This is
what we did when we separated the declaration of the winner from our pure function
maxScore. This transformation can be repeated to push side effects to the “outer layers” of the program. Functional programmers often speak of implementing programs
with a pure core and a thin layer on the outside that handles effects.

Summary
We introduced functional programming and explained exactly what FP is and why you
might use it. Check out Functional Programming in Scala to learn how to write loops in FP,
implement data structures, and deal with errors and exceptions, among other topics.
Here are some other Manning titles you might be interested in:

Real-World Functional
Programming
Tomas Petricek with Jon Skeet
ISBN: 9781933988924
560 pages, $49.99
December 2009

Scala in Action

Play for Scala

Nilanjan Raychaudhuri
ISBN: 9781935182757
525 pages, $44.99
March 2013

Peter Hilton, Erik Bakker,
Francisco Canedo
ISBN: 9781617290794
300 pages, $49.99
April 2013

Consuming JSON
From Play for Scala
by Peter Hilton, Erik Bakker
and Francisco Canedo

S

ay you wrote a Play application that serves data in JSON format to a JavaScript
client that renders the data as HTML. This article shows how to work in the opposite direction and send edited data back to the server.
The first step in consuming JSON in our application is to receive it from the client in an incoming HTTP request. First, this means adding a new route configuration. Add the following line to the conf/routes file, after the other products
routes:
PUT /products/:ean controllers.Products.save(ean: Long)

Add the corresponding action method in the controller.
Listing 1

Controller action to save product details in JSON format

def save(ean: Long) = Action(parse.json) { request =>
val productJson = request.body
val product = productJson.as[Product]
try {
Product.save(product)
Ok("Saved")
}
catch {
case e:IllegalArgumentException =>
BadRequest("Product not found")
}

Return a
success
response

Save the
product

Parse the product
in JSON format
(doesn’t work yet)

Return an
error response

}

We start with a product in JSON format, contained in the HTTP PUT request body,
and we parse the JSON into a models.Product instance.
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Play’s JSON library doesn’t know how to convert JSON to our product type, so we
have to add a custom parser. This means adding an implementation of the
Reads[Product] trait to go with the Writes[Product] implementation we have
already added.
Add the Reads[Product] implementation (listing 2) to the Product’s controller
class (app/controllers/Products.scala), right after ProductWrites.
Listing 2

Reads[Product] implementation

implicit val productReads: Reads[Product] = (
(JsPath \ "ean").read[Long] and
(JsPath \ "name").read[String] and
(JsPath \ "description").read[String]
)(Product.apply _)

This uses JsPath expressions with the and operator to combine readers for the three
fields.
Now the call to JsValue.as[Product] in the save action will work. As with
ProductWrites, this parser is declared implicit, so it will be used automatically. Also,
you can see how the implementation uses the Product case class’s apply method to
construct a Product instance from the JSON data.

Figure 1

Editing a table cell’s contents using the HTML5 contenteditable attribute

Now if you edit a product description, as shown in figure 1, the updated product
details will be sent to the server, the save method will save the product and return a
plain text response with the body “Saved,” and the CoffeeScript client’s jqxhr.done
callback will add a success label to the page, as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2

Displaying a label to indicate a successful AJAX request
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We also have to handle errors. The model’s save function throws an exception if the
given product’s ID is not found:
def save(product: Product) = {
findByEan(product.ean).map( oldProduct =>
this.products = this.products - oldProduct + product
).getOrElse(
throw new IllegalArgumentException("Product not found")
)
}

When this happens, the Products.save controller action returns a BadRequest("Product not found") result, and the client’s jqxhr.fail callback will
adds an error label to the page, as shown in figure 3.

Figure 3

Displaying a label to indicate a server-side error

Summary
This article showed how to send data in JSON format by converting domain model
objects to JSON format. We also explained how to handle errors resulting from the
process.
Here are some other Manning titles you might be interested in:

Secrets of the JavaScript Ninja

Node.js in Action

CoffeeScript in Action

John Resig and Bear Bibeault
ISBN: 9781933988696
392 pages, $39.99
December 2012

Mike Cantelon,
TJ Holowaychuk
and Nathan Rajlich
ISBN: 9781617290572
300 pages, $39.99
March 2013

Patrick Lee
ISBN: 9781617290626
325 pages, $44.99
December 2011

Ad hoc polymorphism
with type classes
From Scala in Action
by Nilanjan Raychaudhuri

T

his article introduces you to a type class, a type system construct that supports
ad hoc polymorphism. Ad hoc polymorphism is a kind of polymorphism in which
polymorphic functions can be applied to arguments of different types.
Ad hoc polymorphism lets you add features to a type any time you want. Don’t
think of type classes as classes in OOP; think of them as a category. Type classes are
a way to define commonalities among sets of types. In this article, you’ll learn how
type classes can help in building abstractions.

Modeling orthogonal concerns using type classes
A simple example can demonstrate how to implement type classes in Scala. The
following example implements an adapter pattern using type classes. In an object
adapter pattern, the adapter (the wrapper object) contains an instance of the class
it wraps. The adapter pattern is a great way to add functionality to a type through
composition.
Here’s the problem you’re trying to solve: you have a Movie type represented by
a case class and you want to convert it to XML:
case class Movie(name: String, year: Int, rating: Double)

One quick and dirty solution could be to add a toXml method inside the case class.
But in most cases that would be inappropriate because converting to XML is a completely orthogonal responsibility for the Movie class and should not be part of the
Movie type.
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The second solution is to use the object adapter pattern. Define a generic interface for XmlConverter and parameterize it with a type so you can use it for multiple
types:
trait XmlConverter [A] {
def toXml(a: A): String
}

And provide an object adapter for the Movie instance like the following:
object MovieXmlConverter extends XmlConverter[Movie] {
def toXml(a: Movie) =
<movie>
<name>{a.name}</name>
<year>{a.year}</year>
<rating>{a.rating}</rating>
</movie>.toString
}

MovieXmlConverter implements the toXml method for the Movie type. To convert an
instance of Movie to XML, all you have to do from client code is the following:
val p = Movie("Inception", 2010, 10)
MovieXmlConverter.toXml(p)

The problem with the following implementation is the incidental complexity introduced by the MovieXmlConverter. The converter is hiding the object you’re dealing
with, which is movie. Going to a toXml method inside the Movie class almost feels like
an elegant solution. The second problem with that implementation is the rigidity of
the design. It’s going to be hard to provide a separate XML converter for the Movie
type. Let’s see how you can improve the solution with type classes.
The first role of a type class is to define a concept. The concept is XML conversion
and could be easily represented by the XmlConverter trait:
trait XmlConverter [A] {
def toXml(a: A): String
}

The trait is generalized for any type A. You don’t have any constraints yet. The second
role of a type class is to propagate constraints automatically to a generic algorithm.
For example, you can create a new method called toXml that takes an instance of a
type and a converter to convert it to XML:
def toXml[A](a: A)(converter: XmlConverter [A]) = converter.toXml(a)

But this isn’t much of an improvement because you still have to create an instance of a
converter and pass it to the method. What makes type classes practical in Scala is the
implicit keyword. Making the converter parameter implicit allows the Scala compiler to jump in and provide the parameter when it’s missing:
def toXml[A](a: A)(implicit converter: XmlConverter[A]) =
converter.toXml(a)
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Now you can invoke toXml by passing an instance of Movie, and the Scala compiler
will automatically provide the converter for you. In fact, you can pass in an instance of
any type as long as you have an implicit definition of an XmlConverter that knows
how to convert that type. The following listing shows the complete example.
Listing 1

Type class to convert a type to XML

package chap08.typeclasses
trait XmlConverter[A] {
def toXml(a: A): String
}

Type class for XmlConverter players

case class Movie(name: String, year: Int, rating: Double)

B

Implicit

converter
object Converters {
for Movie
implicit object MovieConverter extends XmlConverter[Movie] {
def toXml(a: Movie) = <movie>
<name>{a.name}</name>
<year>{a.year}</year>
<rating>{a.rating}</rating>
</movie>.toString
}
}
Import implicit
object Main {
converters
import Converters._
def toXml[A](a: A)(implicit converter: XmlConverter[A]) =
converter.toXml(a)
def main(args: Array[String]) = {
val p = Movie("Inception", 2010, 10)
toXml(p)
}

C

Method that
converts to
XML

}

You created a type class called XmlConverter and then provided an implicit definition
of it B. When using the toXml method C, you have to make sure the implicit definition is available in the compiler scope, and the Scala compiler will do the rest. The
flexibility of this implementation is that now if you want to provide a different XML
conversion for Movie, you could do that and pass it to the toXml method as a parameter explicitly:
object MovieConverterWithoutRating extends XmlConverter [Movie] {
def toXml(a: Movie) = <movie>
<name>{a.name}</name>
<year>{a.year}</year>
</movie>.toString
}
val p = Movie("Inception", 2010, 10)
toXml(p)(MovieConverterWithoutRating)
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In fact, you can also make a MovieConverterWithoutRating implicit definition like
the other converter. But make sure both definitions aren’t in the compiler scope at
the same time—otherwise, you’ll get an “ambiguous implicit values” compile error.
One way to use multiple implicit definitions for a given type is to import them in a
much narrower scope, such as inside a method. The following two methods use a different XML converter for the Movie type:
def toXmlDefault(a: Movie) = {
import Converters._
toXml(a)
}
def toXmlSpecial[A](a: Movie) = {
import SpecialConverters._
toXml(a)
}

The MovieConverterWithoutRating is defined as an implicit object inside the
SpecialConverter object. Type classes are so useful that they’re used in many places
across the standard library. For example, look at the sum method available for List:
def sum [B >: A] (implicit num: Numeric[B]): B

The Numeric[B] trait is nothing but a type class. Let’s see it in action:
scala> val l = List(1, 2, 3)
l: List[Int] = List(1, 2, 3)
scala> l.sum
res0: Int = 6
scala> val ll = List("a", "b", "c")
ll: List[java.lang.String] = List(a, b, c)
scala> ll.sum
<console>:9: error: could not find implicit value for parameter num:
Numeric[java.lang.String]
ll.sum
^

The Scala library provides implicit definitions for Numeric[Int] but not for
Numeric[String], and that’s why you get the implicit missing compilation error.
Similarly, the following min method defined in the Scala collection library also
uses Ordering[B] as a type class:
def min[B >: A](implicit cmp: Ordering[B]): A

The common confusion about type classes is that people tend to think of them as an
interface. But the key difference between an interface and a type class is that with an
interface your focus is on subtype polymorphism, and with a type class your focus is on
parametric polymorphism. In the Java world you might know parametric polymorphism as generics, but a more appropriate name is parametric polymorphism.
Another way to understand the difference is that subtyping is common in the OOP
world, and parametric polymorphism is common in the functional programming

Solving the expression problem using type classes
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New syntax for declaring implicit parameters
Beginning with Scala 2.8, there’s a succinct way of declaring implicit parameters for
methods and functions that makes the implicit parameter name anonymous:
def toXml[A: XmlConverter](a: A) =
implicitly[XmlConverter[A]].toXml(a)

Using A: XmlConverter, you’re declaring that the toXml method takes an implicit
parameter of type XmlConverter[A]. Because the implicit parameter name isn’t
available, you can use the implicitly method defined by scala.Predef to get reference to the implicit parameter. Here’s how that method is defined inside
scala.Predef:
def implicitly[T](implicit e: T) = e

To describe code easily I still declare implicit parameters explicitly. But in cases
where adding an additional implicit parameter doesn’t help in readability, you can
start using the new syntax.

world. In fact, the type-class concept is first found in the Haskell programming language, which is a purely functional language.
Type classes are a flexible way to model orthogonal concerns of an abstraction
without hardwiring to the abstraction. Type classes are also useful in retroactive modeling because you can add a type class for a type anytime you want. The only limitation
of type-class implementation is that everything happens statically—there’s no dynamic
dispatch. The upside of this limitation is that all the implicit resolution happens during compile time, and there’s no runtime cost associated with it. Type classes have
everything you need to solve the expression problem, so let’s see how.

Solving the expression problem using type classes
The payroll process is driven by two abstractions. One is the country for which you
have to process the payroll, and the other is the payee. The USPayroll class will look
something like this:
case class USPayroll[A](payees: Seq[A]) {
def processPayroll = ...
}

The A type represents a type of payee; it could represent an employee or contractor.
Similarly, the payroll class for Canada would look something like the following:
case class CanadaPayroll[A](payees: Seq[A]){
def processPayroll = ...
}

To represent the type class for a family of payroll processors, you could define the following trait by parameterizing both country and the type of payee:
import scala.language.higherKinds
trait PayrollProcessor[C[_], A] {
def processPayroll(payees: Seq[A]): Either[String, Throwable]
}
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C is a higher-kinded type that represents a payroll type. The reason it’s a higher-kinded
type is because both USPayroll and CanadaPayroll take a type parameter. And A represents the type of payee. Note that you aren’t using C anywhere except as a parameterized type, like a phantom type. It will make sense once I introduce the second building
block of type class, the implicit definitions of the PayrollProcessor trait:
case class Employee(name: String, id: Long)
implicit object USPayrollProcessor
extends PayrollProcessor[USPayroll, Employee] {
def processPayroll(
payees: Seq[Employee]) = Left("us employees are processed")
}
implicit object CanadaPayrollProcessor
extends PayrollProcessor[CanadaPayroll, Employee] {
def processPayroll(
payees: Seq[Employee]) = Left("canada employees are processed")
}

Notice how you’re using the first type parameter of PayrollProcessor to identify the
appropriate definition of PayrollProcessor based on the country. To use these
implicit definitions, you could use implicit class parameters for both USPayroll and
CanadaPayroll types:
case class USPayroll[A](
payees: Seq[A])(implicit processor: PayrollProcessor[USPayroll, A]) {

def processPayroll = processor.processPayroll(payees)
}
case class CanadaPayroll[A](
payees: Seq[A])(implicit processor: PayrollProcessor[CanadaPayroll, A]){
def processPayroll = processor.processPayroll(payees)
}

The preceding code snippet also demonstrates another important point: you can use
implicit parameters in class definitions as well. Now when you create an instance of
USPayroll or CanadaPayroll, the Scala compiler will try to provide values for implicit
parameters. Here’s what you have so far.
Listing 1

Payroll system implemented with type class

package chap08.payroll.typeclass
import scala.langage.higherkinds
object PayrollSystemWithTypeclass {
case class Employee(name: String, id: Long)
trait PayrollProcessor[C[_], A] {
def processPayroll(payees: Seq[A]): Either[String, Throwable]
}

Type class
for payroll
processor
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case class USPayroll[A](
payees: Seq[A])(implicit processor: PayrollProcessor[USPayroll, A]) {
def processPayroll = processor.processPayroll(payees)
}
case class CanadaPayroll[A](
payees: Seq[A])(implicit processor: PayrollProcessor[CanadaPayroll, A])
{
def processPayroll = processor.processPayroll(payees)
}

B

}
object PayrollProcessors {
import PayrollSystemWithTypeclass._

Provide all the
implicit
definitions

U.S. payroll
processor

implicit object USPayrollProcessor
extends PayrollProcessor[USPayroll, Employee] {
def processPayroll(
payees: Seq[Employee]) = Left("us employees are processed")
}

Canada payroll

implicit object CanadaPayrollProcessor
processor
extends PayrollProcessor[CanadaPayroll, Employee] {
def processPayroll(
payees: Seq[Employee]) = Left("canada employees are processed")
}
}
object RunPayroll {
import PayrollSystemWithTypeclass._
import PayrollProcessors._
def main(args: Array[String]): Unit = run
def run = {
val r = USPayroll(Vector(Employee("a", 1))).processPayroll
println(r)
}

Create instance
of USPayroll

}

Again, all the implicit definitions are grouped together B to help you import them, as
inside the RunPayroll object. Notice when you’re instantiating USPayroll that
you’re providing a collection of employees, and the implicit processor will be provided by the Scala compiler. In this case, that’s USPayrollProcessor. Now assert that
you also have type-safety. Create a new type called Contractor:
case class Contractor(name: String)

Because there’s no restriction on the type of payee (it’s denoted by A without any
bounds), you could easily create a collection of contractors and pass it to USPayroll:
USPayroll(Vector(Contractor("a"))).processPayroll

But the moment you try to compile the preceding line, you’ll get a compilation error,
because there’s no implicit definition for USPayroll and Contractor type yet. You’re
still protected by the type system—it’s all good.
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You can annotate your type classes with @implicitnotfound to get
helpful error messages when the compiler can’t find an implicit value of the
annotated type.

NOTE

Let’s move on with the quest of solving the expression problem using type classes.
Adding a new type in the current settings is trivial; add a new class and the implicit
definition of the payroll processor:
object PayrollSystemWithTypeclassExtension {
import PayrollSystemWithTypeclass._
case class JapanPayroll[A](payees: Vector[A])(
implicit processor: PayrollProcessor[JapanPayroll, A]) {
def processPayroll = processor.processPayroll(payees)
}
case class Contractor(name: String)
}
object PayrollProcessorsExtension {
import PayrollSystemWithTypeclassExtension._
import PayrollSystemWithTypeclass._
implicit object JapanPayrollProcessor
extends PayrollProcessor[JapanPayroll, Employee] {
def processPayroll(payees: Seq[Employee]) =
Left("japan employees are processed")
}
}

Adding a new operation to process pay for contractors is also trivial because all you
have to do is provide implicit definitions of payroll processors for contractors, as in
the following:
implicit object USContractorPayrollProcessor
extends PayrollProcessor[USPayroll, Contractor] {
def processPayroll(payees: Seq[Contractor]) =
Left("us contractors are processed")
}
implicit object CanadaContractorPayrollProcessor
extends PayrollProcessor[CanadaPayroll, Contractor] {
def processPayroll(payees: Seq[Contractor]) =
Left("canada contractors are processed")
}
implicit object JapanContractorPayrollProcessor
extends PayrollProcessor[JapanPayroll, Contractor] {
def processPayroll(payees: Seq[Contractor]) =
Left("japan contractors are processed")
}
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Add the preceding implicit definitions inside the PayrollProcessorsExtension
object so that you can group them all together. The following code snippet shows how
to use the preceding code to process the payroll of both employees and contractors:
object RunNewPayroll {
import PayrollSystemWithTypeclass._
import PayrollProcessors._
import PayrollSystemWithTypeclassExtension._
import PayrollProcessorsExtension._
def main(args: Array[String]): Unit = run
def run = {
val r1 = JapanPayroll(Vector(Employee("a", 1))).processPayroll
val r2 = JapanPayroll(Vector(Contractor("a"))).processPayroll
}
}

You import all the necessary classes and implicit definition and process the payroll for
Japan. You again successfully solved the expression problem, this time using a functional programming technique.
If you’re a Java programmer, type classes might take a little while to get used to, but
once you get comfortable with them they’ll provide the power of retroactive modeling, which in turn will allow you to respond to change quickly.

Summary
In Scala, the object-oriented solution is implemented using abstract type members
and traits. To solve this using functional programming, you learned about type classes.
Type classes are a powerful way to provide polymorphic behavior at runtime, which is
an important design technique for programmers.
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